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ELEMENTS

COLORS

Crema Luna

Botticino

Ash Grey

Steel Grey
6x24 Relief Crema Luna Deco*
* Stocked Sizes

The leaf pattern has 3 faces and is designed to be installed randomly. Each carton is a random mix of these faces.

10x12 Hexagon Crema Luna (matte only)*

12x36 Relief Crema Luna Waves (matte only)*

12x36 Relief Crema Luna Circle (matte only)*
12x24 Botticino (matte only)*
ASH GREY

10x12 Hexagon Ash Grey (matte only)*

6x24 Relief Ash Grey Deco*
The leaf pattern has 3 faces and is designed to be installed randomly. Each carton is a random mix of these faces.

12x36 Relief Ash Grey Waves (matte only)*

12x36 Relief Ash Grey Circles (matte only)*

* Stocked Sizes
6x24 Leaf Deco Steel Grey*

*Stocked Sizes

The leaf pattern has 3 faces and is designed to be installed randomly. Each carton is a random mix of these faces.
Mix finish is a random blend of Ash Grey, Charcoal, Concrete, Steel Grey and Crema Luna in 3 finishes; Matte, Brushed and Rockface. Color & finish samples available in 4x4 cut pieces.
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Elements is a porcelain tile that comes in a variety of colors that can be used for kitchens, baths, or any indoor or outdoor living space.

**INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE**

Elements may be installed using standard ceramic tile installation methods and materials, as recommended by the Tile Council of North America (TCNA). An Architectural Ceramics sales representative will advise you on general installation questions.

**TECHNICAL INFORMATION**

**ORIGIN:** CHINA  
**AVAILABLE FINISHES:** MATTE, POLISHED & ROCKFACE/BRUSHED/MATTE MIX  
**TYPE:** DOUBLE LOADED PORCELAIN  
**EDGE:** RECTIFIED  
**LOOK:** MATTE=SOLID, POLISHED=STONE  
**APPLICATION:** FLOOR & WALL  
**USE:** COMMERCIAL & RESIDENTIAL  
**PACKAGING:** PLEASE CONSULT YOUR ACI SALES REP FOR PACKAGING INFORMATION

**COLOR VARIATION:** V2 SLIGHT VARIATION  
**THICKNESS:** 3/8”  
**PORCELAIN ENAMEL INSTITUTE SCALE:** CLASS 4 - MEDIUM COMMERCIAL, LIGHT INDUSTRIAL AND INSTITUTIONAL, MODERATE SOILING.  
**DYNAMIC COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION:** MATTE – 0.61  
**BREAKING STRENGTH:** COMPLIANT TO ASTM C-648 > 250 LBS  
**WATER ABSORPTION:** AVERAGE < 0.5%  
**STAIN RESISTANCE:** YES  
**FROST RESISTANCE:** YES  
**ENVIRONMENT:** N/A

**CONTACT INFORMATION:**

www.architecturalceramics.com  
1.800.287.1742  
For general sales inquiries: sales@architecturalceramics.com  
For commercial & hospitality sample requests: samples@architecturalceramics.com  
Headquarters: 800 E Gude Dr Suite F Rockville, MD 20850